
Purpose
Complete a stereo mix of provided library tracks, using ProTools automation and plug-
in’s, following NARAS delivery standards. All points that will be used for objective 
grading points are noted in red.

The instructional video for Lab 5 is all of the Multi-Platinum Mixing videos. 

Files:
4300 Lab 5 session and audio files, located on the Digi_Files server. 
Song: Leesa Richards, “No Tears To Cry” (2nd verse – ending)

Copy this session to your hard drive. When you begin your work, confirm that the disk 
allocation is set to your drive and not the desktop.

Objective 1: Session organization
1. Rename the session “Lastname_Lab 5” 
2. Color code tracks by instrument types 
3. Create mix and edit groups for each instrument type 
4. Create sub-masters for logical groups of instruments 
5. Name the bus sends to follow your sub-master assignments 
6. Create a stereo master fader and assign it to the stereo outs 
7. Create memory locations that including view options for each
group of tracks

Objective 2: create a static mix
1. Push up the faders and create a simple reference mix of the tracks 
2. Listen through the song several times and note what the main focus
of attention should be over the duration of the song. Map out the song structure with 
markers. 
3. Now begin to refine the static mix, beginning with the rhythm
section (foundation) and building upwards. 
4. Pay attention to gain staging and avoid clipping on any plug-ins, faders, sub-
masters, or stereo master. You may wish to use the TRIM plug-in to set basic level and 
check the polarity of the drum tracks.
5. Take advantage of the entire stereo field, giving each instrument enough space to 
keep each element clear sonically.

Objective 3: plug-in’s and effects
1. Once you have a good basic mix, you may wish to tailor the sound using plug-ins, 
especially equalization and dynamics as discussed in class and the mixing videos. 
Experiment with different settings as well as different configurations of signal processing: 
do you prefer a compressor before or after an EQ and why?
2. Be aware of the fact that, unlike HD systems, Pro Tools LE does not include 
automatic delay compensation (ADC). When using processor-intensive plug-ins, 
latency may become an issue.
3. You should add effects to your mix to provide extra depth of field and/or 
additional character. Create stereo aux inputs for these and label any bus sends 
accordingly. Unlike cue sends, effect sends are typically post-fader.
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Objective 4: dynamic automation
1. You should now create any dynamic automation moves needed to make your mix 
compelling. Remember that there should always be a clear focus of attention for the 
listener, so find ways to keep the main element forward and the supporting elements 
out of way. Likely, you will begin by automating the lead vocal to be clear and then 
build around her, but your procedure choices are up to you.
2. In Pro Tools (in fact, in all digitally-controlled systems), you have the ability to 
automate nearly every setting in the session, including automating the plug-ins. Take 
advantage of this level of control to shape the final sonic landscape to be as 
compelling as possible.

Objective 5: Mix stems and session delivery
1. Download and read through the NARAS ProTools guidelines, especially the 
sections regarding mix master sessions and file management. This is not theoretical: this 
represents the standards to which you will be held as a professional engineer. These files 
are available at:
http://www.grammy.com/Recording_Academy/Producers_And_Engineers/Guidelines/
2. When you are happy with the overall mix, bounce down a 16 bit 44.1 kHz stereo 
interleaved version of your final stereo mix named FirstInitialLastName4300Lab5.zip to 
the Audio Files folder of the session.

A few general mixing recommendations
Listen in many different monitoring environments, especially your car. Take frequent 
breaks to give your ears an opportunity to rest. Listen at different volume levels: you will 
likely hear different things at a loud monitor level than at lower levels. Listen to 
reference material while you’re working to help determine appropriate instrument and 
vocal levels (though please do not think that it’s necessary to match the hyper-
compressed volume levels of recent commercial albums.)

To turn in:
Zip up and turn in the new bounced Mix, and your final PT Session Mix file ONLY into the 
appropriate folder in the iDisk. 

All materials are due on or before the due date as found in the course schedule. 
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